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ABSTRACT

Different communication standards in healthcare - esp. HL7 version 2.x and v3 - lack inter- and intra-family compatibility. Bridging between those to establish semantic interoperability using a formal ontology as a mediator in a mapping process has demonstrated that both communication standards have in principle the same underlying architecture. This paper shortly analyses this structure in order to create a communication standards ontology (CSO) based on (basic) formal ontologies (BFO/FO) which is presented thereafter. The paper discusses problems which appeared during the development process and the established solution.

RESUMO

Diferentes padrões de comunicação em saúde como o HL7 versão 2 e a versão 3, falham em compatibilidade inter e intrafamiliar. Unificações entre a interoperabilidade semântica estabelecida usando uma ontologia formal como um mediador no processo de mapeamento tem demonstrado que os padrões de comunicação tem em princípio, a mesma arquitetura de apoio. Este artigo analisa brevemente esta estrutura para criar um padrão de ontologia de comunicação baseado em ontologias formais apresentadas. O artigo discute problemas que surgiram durante o processo de desenvolvimento e a solução estabelecida.

RESUMEN

Los diferentes patrones de comunicación para la salud como la versión 2 de HL7 y la versión 3, no a la compatibilidad inter e intra-familiar. Unificaciones entre la interoperabilidad semántica establecida usando una ontología formal como un mediador en el proceso de asignación ha demostrado que los patrones de comunicación son, en principio, compatibles con la arquitectura misma. En este artículo se considera que esta estructura para crear una ontología estándar de la Comunicación basados en ontologías formales presentadas. El artículo analiza los problemas que surgieron durante el proceso de desarrollo y el conjunto de soluciones.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of information exchange in healthcare for a vast variety of reasons (improvement of patient care, reduction of costs, patient safety, etc.) requires a data representation which enables the reuse of the transmitted data - the latter is commonly known as semantic interoperability. However, the most frequently used communication standards do not guarantee each others compatibility which makes it even harder to achieve the aforementioned goal.

In order to prepare compatible data exchange, knowledge about the used standards is essential. One way to express knowledge is the use of semantic web technologies which has lead to the Web Ontology Language (OWL). The efforts in creating a bridging (mapping) architecture have revealed that the most popular communication standards in healthcare – HL7 v2.x and V3 – are incompatible and call for the aforementioned approach. This paper describes efforts and solutions to the problems of creating communication standards ontology for HL7 version 2.x and version 3 based on the basic formal ontology (BFO).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Assuming that the reader is aware of the different HL7 standards families, they are not described in detail. Instead, short explanations about formal ontologies are provided. The complete work has been prepared by using the Generic Component Model architecture framework. Supporting information can be found in.

BFO: Basic Formal Ontology as a Foundation

In order to achieve the primary goal of the underlying work, the integration of a reference ontology bridging the different structures of those standards appears necessary. As a first approach when starting with the development process, a suitable reference ontology (RO) has to be created from scratch. Research on the Internet revealed an RO which seemed to be applicable and could be used instead: the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO). BFO itself is used as a foundation ontology for a set of other ontologies which are built for specific purposes. Here, the Advancing Clinico Genomic Trials on Cancer (ACGT) ontology can be mentioned, which is used in as the central mapping ontology.

In this paper, BFO plays the role of the reference ontology, which is used to align the basic concepts for communication standards with. Figure 1 demonstrates a rough overview which is explained later.

IHE Technical Frameworks

Another good source of information is the set of Technical Frameworks (TF) IHE (Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise) is providing for set of different domains. IHE facilitates workflow specific integration profiles which are specified using the technical terminology as provided by the underlying (communication) standards. This leads to the problem that the same technical term, e.g. “required”, is used in different TFs, but the meaning of it is taken from the corresponding communication standard. Hence, such a term has different semantics. However, even the experts are not always aware of this problem, so that it results in diverging interpretations and of course in incompatible implementations. IHE failed to harmonize its Technical Frameworks by providing a clear definition for mapping to the used standards. The result of this examination is reflected in the CSO as well.

RESULTS

The presented results are based on aforementioned conceptual work and represent the current status.

Ontology Structure

Intensive work with and contributions to the analyzed communication standards during the past few years have revealed a deep insight into the architecture and the technical terminology used in the standard specifications. The IHE Whitepaper lists the details. The process of exchanging a message or creating a document is caused (triggered) by an event which leads to an interaction with a message between two or more actors to exchange this message (MessageExchange) or document (DocumentCreation). These dynamic aspects of the communication standards are shown in Figure 1. The last three concepts are different kinds of processes and represented as siblings in this hierarchy. BFO provides the appropriate parent concepts with process and process_boundary. The actors which are involved in this interaction fit in form of a behavioral role into role as a specialization of realizable entity.

Figure 1 - Ontology Structure embedded in BFO
The relations between those are represented in OWL as object relationships and explained later.

The concepts for the static aspects are aggregated below the common and newly introduced parent concept called InformationObject which is introduced below generically_dependent_continuant. The concepts DataStructure, Vocabulary, MessageElement and Document are represented as siblings. A Message, which is used in Interactions, is a specialization of MessageElement because it is itself a message element, while it represents the top element of a parthood of message elements at the same time: Message elements makes of use other message elements in form of substructures – or part-of relationships. Therefore, a message inherits the same properties (features) while using additional constraints in combination with the object relationships allowing for being included in interactions.

Documents are also a specialization of InformationObject for the same reasons. Using object relationships, documents can reuse concepts out of the message element hierarchy for a structured representation of the necessary details as well. It is quite common in communication standards, that the same means are used.

The details of message elements vary between HL7 v2.x and V3. However, they fit below the same architecture:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>v2.x</th>
<th>V3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>CMET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataElement</td>
<td>R-MIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>RIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MessageStructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the entry points for data types/structures and vocabulary items are located below InformationObject as well due to their nature when acting as a dependent continuant. But both require different specializations for the distinct communication standards as shown in Table 1.

Data structures are used to provide a hierarchy of part-of relationships, e.g. an address consists of address parts. This can either be represented as a specialization hierarchy within the same branch or within different branches. In HL7 version 3 a separate hierarchy for data type parameters is necessary. One example thereof is “SET<T>” as a set of information using data type “T”.

Table 1 - Specializations done in the standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept/ Specialization</th>
<th>v2.x</th>
<th>V3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual datatypes with components</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataType</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataTypeParameter</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table values</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept domains</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value sets</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to data types, vocabulary commonly provides different kinds of sets to reflect grouping and identification means to reference specific codes out of a controlled vocabulary.

Object Relationships

As mentioned before, the different specialization hierarchies are linked together using object relationships. In principle, quite a lot of different relationships can be established among the different concepts thereby assigning different names. BFO has a set of relations, but they do not represent a hierarchy. Instead, they are maintained as siblings without any relationship.

Figure 2 - Object Relationships

But having in mind, that an automatic process should evaluate the relationships a hierarchical structure is necessary: It allows for separating and clarifying the semantics by using different names while still keeping the foundation for an automatic process in place. Figure 2 clarifies the result of this separation.

The availability of the source data as input for the generation process is restricted, so that some relationships are established from the “wrong side”, but establishing the correct inverse relationship this disadvantage is eliminated.

Qualities

Communication standards make use of a set of concepts to specify behavioral, coding and other aspects. The complete detailed list is shown in Figure 3. The different concepts are maintained as siblings.

The detailed (i.e. specialized) concepts as extracted from the specific communication standards are linked by object properties (see above) from these concepts. The different communication standards only support a subset of it so that this hierarchy represents the common superset.

As introduced above, one aspect is the use of intelligent agents being able to interpret the represented knowledge automatically. It requires the awareness of the semantics in behind so that the differences while exploring a simplified programming logic can be considered.

In addition to the concepts mentioned in Figure 3, some further details must be considered which are described in the following.
To support the verification of message instances – this is not part of this work item – the ontology must additionally provide information about minimum, maximum and conformance length. These items are represented in OWL by using appropriate data properties.

The second important information is the possibility for repeating a message element. This information can be represented by the standard OWL properties minCardinality and maxCardinality.

Finally, the different table types may have associations with CodingStrength. For example, HL7-tables do not allow for extending the value sets which is represented by a link to CodingWithoutExceptions. In addition, all coded values – no matter what table type is used – should not allow for truncation.

**Different Kinds of Optionality**

Analyzing the IHE Technical Frameworks based on the described analysis has lead to an abstract description of an application's architecture including static and dynamic aspects of systems behavior. A central component in communication standards specifications is the definition of optionality, i.e. how an interface of an application has to work with certain elements.

A fundamental result of this analysis is the fact that the terms used in the specifications do not represent atomic concepts, i.e. they always combine different basic concepts (qualities). Unfortunately and not surprisingly, the different standards combine them differently.

The formalization of this analysis facilitating the web ontology language (OWL) in combination with namespaces leads to a conceptualization as shown in Figure 4.

In this case, the OWL equality relationship can be used to represent identical concepts. One example thereof is the fact, that “DICOM type 1” is equal to “v2.x required” which is the same as “V3 mandatory”. This relationship is shown as the first specialization in Figure 4. In the aforementioned figure namespaces are used to separate concepts with the same “name” – e.g. “required”.

**DISCUSSION**

The Mapping concepts and their specializations as mentioned in Figure 1 are not really necessary in CSO, because their primary use is intended in a mapping process. Therefore, it can be evacuated in a separated ontology on top of and importing CSO.

Another topic worth discussing is the necessity (and naming) of Information-ObjectQuality: In principle it can be left out. But on the other hand it allows for enclosing all the concepts representing specific qualities of information objects.

Due to the conceptualization and theoretical background of BFO, it is not allowed to have relationships among different qualities. Within communication standards, e.g. an HL7 table is always combined with using codes/table values of the coding strength CodingWithoutExceptions. It is possible to have the same representation in OWL without violating this constraint, but it requires an amount of additional definitions. Having in mind, that this knowledge representation is intended for intelligent agents, a simplification seems to be acceptable.

**CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATION**

As demonstrated in, communication standards share the same underlying standards. A rough examination of DICOM and xDT supports this statement. Therefore, CSO should be brought forward to the OBO foundry for inclusion.
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